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MRS.  A.  C.  RAUCHE:R
mENun lATIIN
To Mrs. Raucher, who
has  been  friend, guide,
and   inspiration   to   so
many seniors, we dedi-




PAGE   FOUR
MISS  HUNT
Asst.  Principal
MRS.   FLANIKEN              MISS  ROGERS
Secretary                         Sr.  Adviser
MRS.   JONES                   MRS.   CRAVE:N
Librarian                          Dietitician
MISS  BOONE,  I:nglish
MISS   BRYANT,  Home   Economics
MISS   CRINKLEY,   Language
MR.  COONEY,  Instrumental  Music
MR.   DAVIS,   Social   Studies
SGT.  DewALD,  Military
MR.   FINCH,   Mathematics
MR.   GIVENS,  Coach
MRS.   HARGETT,   Com.
MRS.  HE:BERLE,  Vocational  Music
MISS  HODGES,  Mathematics
MRS.   JARRATT,   Study   Hall
MRS.   JOHNSON,   Art
MISS   KE:ATON,   Mathematics
MISS  KE:LLY,  English
MISS  KENNER,  Speech
MISS  LASSITE:R,  English
MRS.   McCALL,   English
MR.   MCGINNIS,  Industric[l  Arts
MISS  MORROW,  Latin
MR.   PULLEN,   Science
MAT.   RODDY,   Military




MRS.   WALTON,  Mathematics
iii®Jj'MISS  WELSH,  Com
Studies
MISS  WHITE:,  Mathematics





JOE   ANN   CORBITT
Ass't  Editor
CAROLYN  WHITE:
MARTHA   FOWLER                                DORIS   DUNLAP
I:ditor Ass't  Editor
BETTY  LEAKE:
CAROL   THOMPSON                         I:RNESTINE:   LOWRIE
NAT    HUGHES
PAGE:   SIX
ZELDA   JENKINS                                 CYNTHIA   STUTTS
RUTH  BELL
JACKIE  PAGE:
A\SS][Sir]ING,   SirAIFiF




First  Row-Epting,  Goode,  Rier,  Covington,  Poe,  Babb
Second  Row-Bolding,  Redfearn,  Norton,  Gryder,  Clark,  Sadler
Third  Row-Crowe,  Forrester,  Stimbert,  Johnson
Fourth  Row-Cottrell,  Kelly,  Bullard,  Woods
:j8#+--.?0;
SIEN]lo]R   CILA\SS   OIFIFl[CIE]RS
FEREE
FRANK   APPLE:GATE
President
JO  ANN  WILLIAMS
Vice-PI`esident
FRANK   THOMPSON             GERRY   ROWLAND




First  Row-Rowland,  I:ason,   Applegate,  Thompson,  Williams
Second  Row-Nolen,  Clilton,  Sanders,  Lowrie
Third  Row-Hughes,  Riser,  Burford,  Sanders
•q¥




CLASS  DAY  COMMITTEE
CAROL THOMPSON-Chairman
Frank   Boulding
Jo  Ann  Williams
Betty  Jo  Adams
SOCIAL CONITTEE








ADAMS,  BETTY  JO
``Cute  c{nd  petite,  and  oh,  so  sweet!"
Tri-Hi-Y   3,   4,   Home   Ec.   Club   2,   3,
Pctnther` Stall  3,  4,  Bowling  Team  2,  3,
Class  Olficer 3jFEL.fao-
APPLE:GATE:,  FRANK
"Give   us   a  leader  of   courage  who
believes  that  right  makes  might,  a  man
with  faith  in  efficiency."
Pres.  Senior  Class,  Hi-Y  4,  Honor  So-
ciety  3,  4,  Rep.  Boyg`  State  3.
prsRErdDcyr[
"Life  is  a  jest  and  all  things  show  it;
I  thought  so  once,  and  now  I  know  it."
Speech   Council   3,   4,   Thespians   4,
Student  Secretary  4.
BE:LL,  RENNETH
"For   they   that   stand   high   it   takes
many  blasts  to  shake  them."
Non-Com   Club   3,  Hi-Y   3,   Stu.   Gov't
2,  3,  4,  Chin.  Paper  Drive  4,  Honor  So-
ciety  4,  Monitor  4.
BELL,  RUTH
"This  fair  lass  knows  what  she's  about,
So  all  you  boys  had  better  watch  out."
Stu.  Gov't  Of£.  4,  F'AC  3,  4,  Thesp.  2,
3,  4,  Moni:or  4,  Pan  Stall  3,  4,  Tri-Hi-Y
4,   Bowling   2,   3,   4,   Art   Club   4,   Senior
Luncheon  Comm.  4.
BOULDIN,  FRANK
"In  life  we  shall  find  many  men  that
%ru:%reer;t,I:#d;::eaFeeE:Phatgarreeatgoaondd
good."
I"bc(ll,  B`ball,  Tr.  2,  3,  4,  Debating  3,
4,  Thes.  8,  4,  N.  F.  L  3,  4,  Speech  Coun-
cil  3,  4,  M  Club  2,  3,  4,  Who's  Who  4,




``The  light  that  lies .in  a  woman's  eye
has  been  my  heart's  undoing."
Non-Com    3,    Speech   Council    2,   M
Club  4,  Basketball  2,  3,4,  Hi-Y  4,  Base-
ball   3,  4.
ARMSTRONG, wyLriTr= c
"How  sweet  and  fair  she  is."
Y-Teens  2,  3,  4,  Home  Ec.  Club  2,  3,
fled  Cross  3,  Student  Secretary  4.
BARNE:S,  I.  8,
"Write  me  as  one  who  loves
low  man."
Football  3,  Nan-Com  Club  3.
t,,
BAILEY,  DORIS
everlasting  as  a  song.
Y-Teem   4.
merry   as   the   day   is   long,   as
BELOTE:,   OLIVE:R  K„  JR.
"You   know   the   very   road   i
kindness  cnd  cannot  lose  your
ness.
ROTC   Sponsor   2,   3,   4,   Art   Club   4,




Y-Teem  4,  Student  Secretary  4.
B0YLE,  JACK  BEN
``Good   nature   is   the   very   air   ol   a
good  mind."
Non-Com  3,   Sw.   Team   3-4,  Football
2,  Hi-Y  4,  St.  Gov.  2.
B0WDEN,  MARGARET
``Magnificent    spectacle     of     human
hc[ppiness.
H.   I:c.   Cl.   2,   3,   Thesp.   2,   3,   4,   Sp.
Coun.  2,  0,  4,  Tri-Hi-Y  0,  4,  Mom.  3,  4.
BROWNING RUSSELL
o;`#em:Sstgrr.:at  enough  that  he  is  his
B`ball  Mgr.  3,  Glee  Cb.  3,  4,  Mil.  Bd.
Sch.  Bd.  3,  4,  Nan-Cb.  2,  3,  Ot.  c[nd  Sp.
Cb.  4,  Boxing  3.
BROWNING, BETTYE
"Manner,  not gold,  is  a woman's best
adornment."
ROTC  Sp.  3,  Y-Teens  4.
BURFORI),  HORACE
``He  has  a  wealth  of  smiles  and  love
tor  his  I ellow  man.
coS±  3:°svi. %oi'n.Sg,. HC£3?n£, 35o::  8::-.
4,  Swim.  Team  4,  Trc[ck  4.
B0YD,  MLES
``All    musical    people    seem    to    be
happy.     It   is   to   them   the   engrossing
pursuit.,`
ROTC   Bd.   2,   3,   4,   Meg.   Bd.   2,   3,   4,
ROTC  01.  4,  Non-Com  4,  Who's  Who  4,
All-State  Chorus  4,
.  ',  .,"EE
BOLDING,  JOSEPHIN
"Grace  is  more  beautiful  than  beau-
ty.,,
Sp.  Coun.  2,  3,  4,  Thesp.  2,  3,  4,  Tri-




"It   is    a   be-autiful   necessity   ol   his
nature  to  love  everyone."
Football   2,   3,   4,   Basketball   2,   3,   4,
Trc[ck  2,  3,  4,  Swim.  2,  4,  M  Club  2,  3,
4,  Sp.  Coun.  2,  3,  Thesp.  3,  4,  Hi-Y  8,  4,
Who`8 Who  4, Man.  4,  All-Memphis,  All-
State,  All-Southern,  All  Alnerican  4.
BRADY,  CAROL
``She   always   has   a   smiling   lclce   at
school   and   in   most   every   place."
St.   See.   4.
.,
•.`~.rfuGGE,MARTIN
Ah!  Why  should  life%all  labor  be?"
Art  Cb.  4,  Sp.  Cb.  4,  Boxing  4.
BRYANT,  BETTYE
``Her  voice   is   full   of   mirthful   sound;
a   sweeter,   nicer    girl    can    ne'er   be
found.,,
Y-Teem   3,   4,  Mom.   3.
BURCHARD,  ANNETTE
``This  most  amiable  maiden  can't  be
spoken   of   too   highly."
H.   Ec.   Cl.   2,   Tr-Hi-Y   3,   4,   Mom.   3,
Cheerleader  8,  4,  St.  Gov.  Rep.  2,  Bowl-




"Large   is   his   bounty   and   his   soul
sincere."
Bc[nd  3,  4,  Nan-Com  3.
CASSIDY,  NORREI:N
``Her  voice  was  even  soft,  gentle  and
low,  an  excellent  thing  in  a  woman."
Lc(tin   Cl.  2,  OIf.   AgB't  4.
:_-:----+-:_;--:----::
Gulp, rmRELL
"Live   each   day   as   if   it   were   your
last."










Transfer  Webb  School  4,  Who's  Who
4,  Mom.   4.
I,#,",,,,,,,":,i,,",,"ny:'`iiffi
4            CARADINE:, JOHN
``1   take   life   as   it   comes."
Track  Team  2,  Basketball  2,  3,  Base-
ball  3,  4,  Non-Com.  3,  F`bctll  3.
BUTLER,  JOY  LOU
"Col`rect  with  spirit, eloquent with  ease,
intent  to reason c[nd polite  to please."
Home  Ec.  Club  2,  3,  Jr.  Speech  Coun-
cil  4,  TheBpiang  4.   -
clnlDREss,  CARROLL
``We  grant  although  he  had  much  wit,
He  was  shy  of  using  it."
CLARK,  JEAN
"Of   all   the   girls   that   are   so   sweet,
there's   none   like   pretty  Jean."
Third   Plc(ce   Poster   Contest   Speech
Council  2,  3,  4,  Thespians  2,  3,  4,  Tri-
Hi-Y  4,  Office  ASB't  2,  3,  4,  Art  Club  4,
FAG  3,  4,  Pan  Rep.  4,  St.  Comm.  4.
DUNCAN, LLOYD
``Here's  to  the  boy  with  eyes  of  brown,
Whose  spirit  proud  you  cannot  down."
Track  2,  Swimming  3,  4,  Nan-Com.  3,











-   `   --    \
t£RAWF¥D¥JOY\
"I  do  conf ess  thou  art  sweet."
Fr. 4,  H.  Ec.   Cl.  2,   3,  Y-Teens  4.
at  the   bottom
crvcrl.''ol  his  heart
Nan-Coln.  3,  Sp.  Coun.  4_.  TFes_PiEn  4:
b`ty           H£TTly°n8-,.3T.B:`skDept.b:iYu6.,.  3`tu+a'e-:t`-a-av;i
Rep.   3,  4,  Sr.  TreaB.  4.
FONVILLE,  JANE
``Gentleness   and   cheerfulness,   they
are   the   perfect   duties."
Sp.  Coun.  2,  Thespian  2.
FORD,  CHARLES
``Never    trouble    trouble    'till    trouble
troubles   you."
FOWLER, MARTHA
it;`,I:ill:itieteLdpeear[s[:Yn'ai#yT,9asurablereal-
FAC  3,  4,  V.-Pres.  4,  Pc[n  St.  3,  4,  Ed-
in-Chi.I,  Oil.  St.  Gov`t  4,  Man.  4,  Who's
Who  4,  Art  Cl.  4,  Honor  Sac.  3,  4,  2nd
Fire   Prev.   Eg8ay   4,   011.   Ass't   3,   2nd
Exc.   Cl.   EgBay  4,   011.   JI..   Cl.   3  I.at.   C1.
2,3.
HARRINGTON,  MACKEY
``Not  c{ word  spoke he  more  than was
needed.''
FITZGERALD,  DAVID
"Live   today,   dream   tomorrow."




I.c[tin  Cl.  2,  H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  ROTC  Span.
4do3.P.2, Cfi::..  £:  peal:.e s€].2,4'8,°4`:. ASsta¥i
Ed.  4,  Vice  PreB.  Jr.  Speech  4.
all.MORE:,  JAMES  L.
``Men   of   few   words   are   the   wisest
men.`,
ROTC  2nd  Lt.  4.
FORRESTER,  LOUISE  ANN
``The  sweetest  garland  to  the  sweet-
est  maid.,,
Glee  Cl.  2,  H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  Red  Cr.  2,  3,
Mom.  4,  Y-Teem  3,  ROTC  Span.  3,  Pan.
Rep.   4.
GARY,  ENOX
a:;H;hsisj°t¥:usi:saass€[egehpt::tt£:£%Caema.P,
F'bctll,    B'ketball,    Trc[ck,     Swim,   M.
Club  2,  3,  4,  Nob-Com.  3,  Sp.  Coun.  3,
Pros.  4,  Thesp.  3,  4,  Hi-Y.  8,  4,  Man.  4,
St.  Gov.  4,  Sp.  Play  8,  4,  All-Mpg.  Foot-
ball   4,  BoyB'   Stc[te   3.
FRANKLIN,  GAYLE
``And,   oh!   that   eye   was   in   itseM   a
soul.,,
I.atin  Cl.   2,  Sp.   Coun.  3,  4,  Y-Teens
3,  4,  Thespians  4,  Red  Cross  4,  Sp.  Cl.
3,4.
GAMBRELL,  GLORIA
"Blushing  is  the  color  of  virtue."
ROTC   Spon.   4,   Y-Teens   2,   4,   Pan.
Rep.  2,  St.  Sea.  4.
5=
HE:NSLEY,  MILTON       . n
"His  business  is  to  be  good  and hap-
py  today."
Sp.  Coun.  3,  4,  ROTC  011.  4.
HARMON, ROSEMARIE
o|"rot:.glass  of  fashion  cnd  the  mould




GRAY,   THOMAS
"Originality   at   any   cost!"
Cape.   ROTC   4,   Rifle   Team   4,   Honor
Soc.  4,  Amer.  Chem.  Soc.  3,  Stu]  Gov't
Rep.  3,  Mo:1.  4.
GOLLADAY,  DIXIE
"Optomistic,  full  of  hope,  self-resrec[-
ing,  and  conscience  free."
Thesp.   2,   3,   4,   Sp.   Coun.   2,   3,   4,   Y-
Tc`ons   4,   Sp.   Play  4.
HARRIS,  FI.OYD  DAVIS   (Bobby)
``The   thrill   of   a   happy   voice,   and
light  of  a  pleasant  smile."
Footba'I  2,  4,  Boxing  2,  Track  4,  Non-
Com.   3,   Sp.   Coun.   3j  Hi-Y  3,  4.
_i-  -rf=#
HANCOCK, MARTHA
"Every   time   she   smiles,   and   much
riore   when  she   laughs,  it  adds  some-
thing  to  our  life."
HE:STER,  BOBBY
"A  slumber  did  my  spirit  steal."
Football   2.
IIEWITT,  BE:TTY  JANE
"A   large   part   of   virtue   consists   in
good  habits."
Latin   C.   3,  H.  Ec.   Cl.   3,   Glee   Cl.   4,
Sp.   Coun.  4,  Y-Teens  3,  4.
HIGDON,  MARGERY
``Whatever  is   worth   doing   at  all,   is
worth  doing  well."
Y-Teens  4,  Stu.  Sec.  4.oJir 9-
= - _ _  f afa._                _               _         _ d£-i±en3-
KOELZ,  JOHN
` --\Zzr_=z_
\j              -    _       H_I-:s_Hpi:
His  wor-st  he  kept,  his  best  he  gave.
i4|
gave   the   people   of   his   best,
Coun.  3,  4,  Ri(le  Tec[m  3,  4,  TheB-
ic[ns  3,   4.
:-:....::I.j``:`i`+i:.ji``.
HUGRES,  NAT
"The   superior   man   is   he   who   de-
velops   in   harmonious   proportions   his
moral,    intellectual    and   physical    nc[-
ture."
Non-Com.  3,  HOTC  Mc[i.  4,  Pres.  011.
and   Spon.   4,   F[ootbc(ll   3,   Pc(n.   Stc[fl   4,
Tralfic  Ch.  4,  Senior  Council  4,  Hi-Y  4,
Mom.   4.
=-.-=-.--.EHH--H
Y-Teens   2,   Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Mom.  4.
EEiEiEEa- tr -Ere rfu
HOE:N, Tobrm
``It   is   great   and   manly   to   disdain
disguise;    it   shows   spirit,   and   proves
our  strength."
JENKINS,  ZELDA
``Her   heart   is   alwcrys   doing   lovely
things,    filling    my   wintry    mind    with
simple  flowers,  playing  sweet  tunes  on
my   untuned  strings,  delighting  all  my
undelighted  hours."
Com.  Pub.  Stu.  Gov`t  3,  4,  Pctn.  Stc(II
0,   4,   Ann.   Stc[fl   3,   4,   I:xchc[nge   Ed.   4,
Thespic[n   4,   Y-Teens   2,   Home   Ec.   Cl.
2,   3,   Library   Club   3,   4,  Pros.   4,  Vice-
Pres.  3,  Monitor  4,  Speech  Coun.  4,  Stu.
Gov't  Rep.  3,  4,  F'AC  3,  4,  Assistc(nt  Li-
brary  2,  3.
MOODY, VIRGIL WINFRED
``A   good
pirc(tions,
one  true  w
man,  through  obscurest
s   still   an   instinct
"01   girls,  with   all  that  girlhood  buys:
This   girl   goes   with   a   dream   in   her`
eyes.,,
H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3,  Y-Teens  3,  4,  FAC  3,
4,   Stu.   See.   4.
MAJORS,  BOB
``Do  unto  others  as  you  would  have
others  do  unto  you.
ca fro A-
McCONNELL, GENE
"Come  what  may,  with  me  it's  0.  K."
Football  3,  4,  Baseballe  3,  4,  M.  Club
4,  Hi-Y  4,  Non-Com.  3,  Boxing  3,  4.
KRUSE:,  BETTYE   JOYCE
"Next  to  excellence  is  the  apprecia-
tion   of   it."
H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3,  Y-Teens  3,  4,  Sp.  Cn.  4.
MESSER,  RALPH
``His   strength   is   as   the   strength   of
ten,  because  his  heart  is  pure."
Football,  Basketbc['l,  Track,  M.   Club




01£.  Ass't  3,  Tri-Hi-Y  2,  3,  4.
McWHORTE:R, JIMMY  I
``Live   and  try  to  learn."
I.atin    Club    2,   Nan-Com.    3,    lst   I.t.
Mil.   4.
te(
I.AWSON,  GRACE  ELLYN   `
"Not  a  worry,  not  a  care,.  heart  and
Fe£:,da][g::tears|r:1:ridY:ie:eT,aideevner{%`:.t°
Glee   CI.  2,  3,  4,  Y-Teens  2,  Pan.  St.
3,  4,  Sp.  Coun.  4,  TrilHi-Y  4,  Stu.  See.
4,  All-Memphis  c[nd  All-Stc(te  Cho.  3,  4,
Lib.  Ass't  2.
PAGE   FIFTEEN
c}"ii]EE
I.EAKE,  BETTY
"She  is  good  as  she  is  fair,  as  pure
in thought as  angels  are!    To know her
is   to   love   her."
Cc[pt.  Cheerleader  4,  All-Memphis  4,
Panther  Stc[ff   3,   4,   Tri-Hi-Y   3,  4,  Mon-
itor  4,  St.  Vov't  Rep.  3,  Glee  Club  2,  3,
4,  All-State  Chorus  3,  4,  Sp.  Council  3,
;:#c¢h
4,  FAG  3, in.  St.  a
rmLLINs,  pAul.
•`Plays  well  the  game  and
limit,   and   still   gets   all   the   I
in  it."
Football  3,  4,  All-Memphis  4,  Track  3,
M.   Club   4,I  Nob-Com.  3,  Tennis  4,  Art
Club  4.
MARTIN,  MARY
``Her  sunny  locks  hang  on  her  tem-
ples  like  a  golden  fleece."
Home  Ec.  club  2,  Y-Teens  3,  4,  Glee
Club  4,  Student   Sec.rotary  4,  All-Statechor=4whk -
apirsvir{
M00RE, JO
``It's    better    to    creat
learned."
than    to    be
Nan-Com.   3,   2nd   Lt.   ROTC   4,   Rille
Team  4,  Art  Club  4.
¢tyJJ
'J"    -,
her  hair  aflame."
MOSEY,  JOE
"Let  your  conscience  be  your  guide."





``A   light   heart   lives   long."
rig¥#4,Non.comsfo[givtr
#-LOVVR
"Friendship   must    be    acc'ompanied
with    virtue,    cnd    always    lodged    in
great  and  generous  minds."
Messick,  All-Memphis,  All-State  Band
2,  3,  4,  Superior  Bc[nd  Con't  3,  Tri-Hi-Y
3,  4,  Fr.  Club  4,  Monitor  4,  S.r.  Council
4,  Panther  Stall  3,  4.
MOORE,  BOBBY
"Give  the  best  and  you  get  the  best
in   return."
Football  2,  3,  4,  Basketbc[ll  2,  4,  Track
3,   M-Club   3,   4,  Nan-Com.   3,  Mom.  4.
MORRIS,  BOBBY
"Let  the  world  slide,  let  the  world  go,.
a  fig  for  care,  a  fig  for  woe."
Non-Com.  3,  Hi-Y  4.
McCRARY,  MARY  SUE
"A  kind  heart  is  a  I ountain  of  glad-
ness,  making  everything  in  its  vicinity
freshen  into  smiles."
Latin  C.  2,  3,  4,  F.  A.  C.  3,  4,  Honor
Soc.  4,  Fr.  Cl,  4.
#?_O\yboy
MORGAN, BARBARA
``A  smile  is  the  whisper  of  a  laugh."
H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3,  FAG  3,  4,  Y-Teens  4,
St.   Sec.   4.
O'BANNON,  GENE
"His  winning  smile  doth  but  his  na-
ture   show."
Hi-Y  4,  Swimming  Club  4.
NOLEN,  ALICE
``Loveliness   unadorned,    adorns    the
most."
Sr.  Y-Teem,  Sr,  Co.  Rep.  4,  Sl.  See.  4.
PERDUE,  JAMES
"An  honest`man  is  the  noblest  work
of  God.,,
Lc[lin  Cl.  2,  Non-Com.  3,  Sp.  Coun.  3,
4,  Thespian  4.           .
OAKE:S,  JANE:
"The  mildest  mc{nners  with  the  bl`av-
est  mind.,,
Sp.  Cl.  2,  3,  Thespicm  2,  3,  4,  Panther
Stall  2,  3.
QUALLS, ELWO0D
"Good   nature   and   good   sense   are
ever  joined."
Football   2,   8,   Basketball   2,   0,   4,  M.
Club  3,  Nan-Com.  2,  3,  4,  ROTC  Lt.  Col.
Rille  T.  4,  Jr.  Cl.  Pros.  Sp.  C1.  2,  4,  Thes-
pian  3,  TreaB.  4.
plTTARI>, Homa
"Fame   and   fortune   isn`t   everything;
happiness  is."
Non-Com.  3,  4.
NAPIER,  BARBARA
"Her   friendly     ways     and   winning
smile   endear  her  to  her  schoolmates."
H.  I:c.  CI.  2,  Lcttin  C].  3,  Jr.  Red  Cross,
Thes.  4,  Sp.  Coun.  4.
PAGE,  JAC£HE
"Look,  you!  I  cm  the  most  concerned
in   my   own   interests."
Trc[ck  2,   3,   4,   Rille   Team   2,  3,   4,  M.
Cl.  3,  4,  Debc[ting  4,  Sp.  C.  4,  Thesp.  4,
NFL  4,  Honor  Soc.  4,  Glee  Cl.  4,  Amer.
Chem  Soc.  3,  4,  St.  Gov't  2,  Tral.  Ch.  4,
Mom  3,  4,  ROTC  Copt.  4,  City  Winner
Non-Com.  2,  Pc[n  St.  4.
NORMAN,  MARILYN
"Good   cheer   is   no   hindrance   to   a
good   lil e.``
Band  3,  4,  Glee  Club  2,  3,  4,
`_i-_=-....-!HE:W
```Tis    goodwill     that     makes    intelli-
gence.,,
Glee    Cl.    4,   Hi-Y    4,    Boys'    City    3,
Wrho's   Who   4,   Sr.   Coun.   4,   St.   GoV't
Rep.  2,  Tennis  3,  4,  Mom.  4.
PACE,  ANN
``Thou  hast  no  sorrow  in  thy  song,
no  wiriter  in  thy  year."
Lc(t.   Cl.   2,   Red   Cross   2,   Sp.   Y-Teem
2,   Thes.  2,  3,  4,  Sp.   Con.  3,  Typ..  Con.
3,  St.  Sec.  4.
PARKI:R,  CLEO
Virtue,   modesty   and   truth   are   the
gu.ardian  angels  of  women."
Iiat.   C].   3,  Sp.  Cl.   4,  Y-Teens   4.
RHODES,   WESLEY  LEE
"In  all  respects  one  of  the  best  I el-
lows  in  the  world.'`
Footbc[11   2,  3,  4,   Boxing   3,  Non-Com.




``She's    cute    and    sweet    and    her
tongue  and  feet are  always on the  go.
Lc[t.   Cl.   2,   Sp.   Coun.   2,   3,   4,  Thesp.
3,  4,  ROTC  Spans.  4,  St.  Gov't  Rep.  4.
R0BERTSON, JIMMIE
"Fields   are   won  by   those   who  be-
lieve  in  winning."
Football   3,   4,   Trc[ck,   3,   4,   V.   P.   St.
Gov't,   Mom.   4,  Hi-Y   3,  4,  Non-Com.   3,
Sp.  Coun.  3,  4,  NFL  4,  M.  Cl.  3,  4.
PERRY, MARGARET
``She's  so  sweet  as  she  can  be,  that's
what  we  all  think,  you  see."
Thespian  3,  4,  Sp.  Coun.  3,  4.
ROSS, ROBERT
"Always  be  square  and  you"ll  never
be  cornered."
Non-Com.   3,  Track  4.
PAGE   EIGHTEEN
A  kind  heart  is  a  fountain  of  glad-
ness.
Second  Lt.  ROTC  4,  Riflo  Team  2,
PATRICK,  VIRGINIA
"A  merry heart that  laughs  at care."
Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Mom.  3,  TheBp.  3,  4,  Sp.
Coun.  2,  3,  4,  Lc[tin  Cl.  2,  3.
SCRUGGS,  PRICE
"The  stern  sculpture,  with  a  touch  no
earthly  power  can  stay."
Rif]e  Team  3,  Non-Com.  3.
A.: ,  , i, -J:I,-
what  you  have."
=B\
'    .  *y-D''  .-.
Glee  Cl.  2,  3,  Red  Cross  4.   tf`
ROSENBUSH,  BOBBY
"Dynamite  comes in small packages."
Football  2,  3,  4,  M.  Cl.  3,  4,  Non-Com.
0,  Sp.  Coun.  4,  Mom.  3,  4.
POE,  LUCILLE
"Beautiful  faces  are  those  that  wear
whole-souled  honesty  printed  there."
Sp.   Coun.   2,   3,   4,   Thesp.   3,   4,  Red
Cross  3,  Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Pan.  Rep.  4.
PICRERING,  J0  EI.LEN
``Laughing    cheerfulness    throws   the
light  of  day  on  all  the  paths  ol  life."
H.  Ec.  Cl.  3,  Mom.  4.
"Oh,   the   music   in   the   air   and   the
joy  that's   everywhere  that  Nancy  is."
Sp.   Cl.   2,   3,   4,   See.   3,   V.   Pros.   4,
Thesp.   3,   4,  NFL  3,  4,   V.   Pres.   4,   Sec.
Sp.  Cl.  Lt.  Cl.   1,  2,  3,  V.  Pros.  2,  See.  3,
Pan.  St.  2,  4,  FAG.  St.  Gov't  Com.  Pub.
2,  Girl`s  V.  Pres.  4,  Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Sec.  3,
Ch.  4,  Sc.  Bd.  Sp.  4,  0(I  ctnd  Sp.  Cl.  4,




0``We    sometimes    meet    an    original
gentleman   who,   if   manners   had   not
existed  would  have  invented  them.
Hy  Y  3,  4,  Non-Com  2,  3,  M  Cl.   2,  3,
4,   Glee    Cl.   2,   3,   4,   B`ketball   F'tbctll,
\
"She  walks  like  a  God
She  looks  like  a  queen.
Lt.   Col.   2,  FAC   3,   4,   Mom.   4,
3.  Y-Teens  4,  Who's  Wh.  4.
THOMPSON,  FRANK
"The    fellow    that    everybody    likes
generally  likes  everybody."
F`tball,    B`ball    Bc[seball    2,    3,
Club   8,   4,   Hi   Y   4,   Mom.   4,   V.
Cla8B  4,   V.   P.   St.   Gov't   4.
STEWARD, BOBBY GENE
``Only  actions  give  to .life  its  strength,
and  only  moderation  gives  its  charm."
Bc.seball  2,  3,  4,  Basketball  2,  M.  Cl.
3,  4,  Lt.  Col.  2,  Sp.   Coun.  4,  Thesp.   4,
Mom.   4,   Lt.   ROTC   4,   Hi-Y   PreB.   4,   St.
Gov`t  Rep.  4.
SMITH,  WAYNE
``To   improve   the   golden   moment   of
opportunity  is   the   great  art  of  life."
REEVES,  CLARA  ANN
"Never   worry -everything   happens
for   the   best."
Jr.  Sp.  Cl.   2,  Lt.   Cl.  2,  Pc(n  St.  2,  Art
Club  4` y.1_* qprkk*T i
tF * , -®`-*,,jL I try `J~
@S--:I:-.,tefs£-Jr.-'
TREADWAY, CHARTS I.
"They  that  govern  make  least  noise."
'`  Mom.   2,   Nob-Com.   3,   Hon   Sac.   3,   4,
Pros.   St.   Gov`t   4,  M.   Cl.   3,   4,   Pres.   4,
Hi-Y  V.   P.   3,  4,  I.ootbc[ll   3,   4,  2nd   All-
Memphis  4,  Baseball  2,  3, Who'B Who  4.
RHODES,  BETTY  LINDA
"The  odor  is   the  rose;   the  smile  the
woman.,`
H.  Ec.  Cl.  3,  Y-Teens  2,  3,  4,  Treas.  4,




``The  only  way  to  have  a  friend  is  to
be  one.,,
Horn.  Ec.  2,  3,  4,  Lib.  Cl.4,  Sr.  Y-Teens
4,  Sec.  Club  4.
TORTI, MAURICE
"A  man  he  seems  of  cheerful  yester-
days,  and  confident  tomorrows."
Sp.  Coun.  Thesp„  Pres.  N.  F.  I.  3,  4,
Nan-Com.   3,   2nd   Lt.   M.   1   Bd.   4,  Rille
Team  4,  Honor  Sea.  4,  Judge  Boys'  City
3,  Hi-Y  4,  Fr.  Cl.  4.
ANDERS,  PATTI
all   my   fancy   painted   her;
lv.   she's   our  Patti."
TrdhB.   Jackson, Tri-Hi-Y   4,   Son.   Cl.
Son.  Sp.  Cl.  3,  Stu.. See.  4.
VVILKINSON,   JOHN
``Men   of   a   few   words   are   the   best
men.,,
Hi-Y   4,  Sp.   Coun.  3,  4,  Mgr.  Bagket-
bc(ll   4,  Mgr.  F'ootball   3,  Non-Com.   3.
SIMMONS,  DOROTHY
"Virtue   with   talent  is   like  a  coat   of
mail  with  a  sword."
2,H3:n4:rs::.C.4,4'MSopri.€:.s:i.3`G:'v.Th£:3:
2,   F.   A.   C.   3,   4,   Sec.   4,   Cheer.   Ld.   4,
N.  F.  L.  2,  3,  4,  Treas.  3,  4,  Varsity  De-
bate  Team  2,  3,  4,  Red  Cross  3,  Lc[tin
a  disappointment  to  those
Y-Teens  4,  Student  See.  4.
AGE  TWENTY
WARD, CHARLES
``Good   cheer   is   no   hindrance   to   a
good   life."
Hi-Y  4,  Nan-Com,  4.  _` `
`--f?¥-,
"No   gem,   no    gold,    she    n
wear,   she  shines  so  very  fair."
Sec.  Sop.  Cl.  2,  Mom.  4,  Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,
Cheerlec[der  3,  4,  Glee  Cl.  4rfec.  Sen.
:,foir-~
SOVVELL,  BETTY
"The   smallest,   with   God   and   truth
on    their    side,    are   bigger   than    the
largest."
Y-Teens  4,  Student  See.  4.
SAVVYERS,  JEAN
"Kind   heart   is   a   fountain   of   glad-
ness."
Horn.  I:c.  Cl.  2,  3,  Stu.  Sec.  4,  Sp.  Cl.
4,  Sen.  Y-Teens  4,  Monitor  4.
SISSE:LL,  FRANCES
"Gentle  in  personage,  noble  by  her-
itage.`,
Art  Club  4.
SHUTES,  MARY      `
``Came  I  not  to  boast  and  play,  but
rather  to  mold  my  future  way."
''`ffi[r=s=youtwe,
ill  come  back  to  you.
4,  Art  Cl.  4,  Student  Sec.  4.
'STIMBE:RT,  PHYLHS
"S®me  will  always  be  above  others."
Com.   Sc[n.   4,   Thesp,   2,   3,   4,   Pal'l.   4,
N.  F.  I.  3,  4,  Parl.,  Lot.  Cl.  2,  3rd  Place,``1  Speak For  Democracy," F.  A.  C.  Cc[p.
4,  Sp.  Cl.  2,  3,  4,  Home  Ec.  Cl.  3,  4,  See.
4,   Mom.   4.
zpr
STRAVVN,  SHIRLEY
"The   music   that   can   deepest   reach
and  cure  all  ill  is  cordial  speech."
Sac.  Home  Ec.  3,  Sen.  Y-Teens  4.
TILLMAN,  SHIRLEY
``To   be-hapoy   be   moderate   in   all
things.,,
Stu.   See.  4.
VANTREASE,  JULIA
``Either   I   will   find   a   way   or   I   will
make  one."
Sp.  Cl.  2,  3,  4,  Of.  Cl.  4,  Home  I:c.  Cl.
3,   4,   All-Star   Casl   I.   I.   I..   I..   Speech
8:ni:8ko:I:::Pi 2.  0.  4,  Pros.  4,  I.atin
VAUGHN,  AMALIE
``1   had   rather   never  receive   a  kind-
ness   than  never  bestow  one."
Hon.  Soc.  4,  Thesp.  4,  Red  Cross  Rep.
±'c.F€i+.2,C5,%,4iresap:.8,°=:ii£'c4i'.F,°3¥3
Plctce  Essay  Contest,
STUTTS,  CYNTHIA
J`Always   c[  word  of  joy  cmd  a  smile
that  shines  so  bright,  just  to  be  around
her  is  pure  delight."
Pan.  St.  3,  4,  Ham.  I:c.  Cl.  2,  3,  4, Mom.
4,    Annual    Stall    3,    4,    Com.    Sam.    4,
French  Cl.  3,  4.
SUENERs, |o ANrT
"She  was  ever  proud  and  neverproud,
Had  a  tongue  at  will,  and  never  loud."
Home  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3,  Glee  Club  3,  Sp.
Coun.   3,   4,  Thesp.   3,   4,  F.   A.   C.   3,   4,
Pc(rl.   3.
THormsoN,  CAROL
``In  her,   God  wove   a  web   of  loveli-
ness.,`
Lot.   Cl.  2,  Cheerleader  3,  4,  Tri-Hi-Y
3,  4,  V.   Pres.   4,  F.   A.   C.   3,  4,  Annual
Stc[II,   Bus.  Mgr.   4,   Sop.   Ed.   2,  Mom.   3,
Sch.    Bd.    Spon.    4,    Com.    Pub.    Jr.    Cl.
Thesp.   3,   4,   Sp.   Com.   3,   4,   011.   Spon.
Cl.   3,   Panther   Stal£   2,   3,   4,   Bus.  Mgr„
Sen.   Y-Teens   4.
VIVES,  CLAIRE
``Silence  that  speaks  and  eloquence
of   eyes.,,
Lot.   Cl.   3,   4,   011.   and   Spon.   Cl.   4,
Honor  Soc.  3,  4,  Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Red  Cross
Rep.  2,  Sec.  2,  F.  A.  C.  3,  4.
WALDING, WANDA
"I  make   business   my   pleasure   and
pleasure  my  business."
g}-=e=~2,3£;Hg=Ec..Cl.2,3.
€±±±±e±.|=-.-,-3--±===-,=-,_Aid - ±+"pNf±lz_-JZ,. giv#.*-r=-
VIVIH[Ots\IVIH[O
vVILlmMs, vlRGINIA
"A  form  more  fair,  a face  more  sweet,
Ne'er hath  it been  my  lot to  meet."
I,c(I.    Cl.    2,    St.    Gov't    Com.    Pub.    4,
ROTC   Span.   Pan.   Rep.   2,   Sp.   Con.   3,
Trees.  Jun.   Cl.  Bow.  Team  3,  4,  Tri-Hi-
I  ease,  and  swe
ight  hide  her
to   hide.,,
faults/
St.   Gov't   Sam   3,   V.
Pres.  4  ,Lot.  Cl.  2,  H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3,  Hon.
Soc.   4,   Who`s   Who   4,   Sp.   Con.   3,   4,
Thesp.   3,   4,   NFL   4,   Pan.   St.   2,   4,   An.
Staf.   4,   I-ac.   3,   4,   Tri-Hi-Y   3,   4,   ROTC
Spon.  3,  4,  Sch.  Bd.  Span.  3,  4,  Mom.  4,
DAR  Rep.  4,  Kid  Dc[T  Cha.  4.
VVILLIAMS,  JANE:
``Modesty   is   the   citadel   of   beauty
and  virtue."
Y-Teens  4,  Stu.  See.  4.
VVILLIAMS, MARGARET
"The   light   ol   friendship   is   like   the
light    of    phosphorous,    seen    plainest
when  all  around  is  dark."
Cheer  Leeader  3,
Gov't  Treas.  4.
ri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  St.
CHARLES  COLLINS             ,
DON WOODS                a`
e  gal  with  friendship  true,
€r   a   good   pal   through   and
.   C.  3,  4,  Y-Teens  4,  Ll.  Cl.  3,  4.
WILLIAMS,  BE:TTY
`The  best part  o{  beauty is  that which
no  picture  can  express."
H.   I:c.   Cl.   2,  3,  Trec[s.   2,  Pres.   8,  Sp.
Coun.  2,  3,  Thesp.  2,  3,  4,  F.  A.  C.  3,  4,
St.   Sec.  4.
VVILLIAMS, JO  ANN
``E:ven    virtue    is    more    fair   when    it
appears  in  a  beautiful  person."
F.  A.   C.  3,  4,  St.  Gov't  Com.  Pub.  3.
Mom.   3,   Hon.   Soc.   4,   Sp.   Coun.   0,   4,
ROTC  Spon.  2,  3,  Tri-Hi-Y  3,  4,  Art.  Cl.
4,  Lot.   Cl.  2,  V.  Pres.  2,  TheBp.  3,  4,  V.
P.  Sen,  Cl.  4,  Vvho's  Who,  4,  Bow.  Tin.
3,  Pan.  Rep.  2.
vvlLLIAMs,  slmLEy
``A  thing  of  bec[uty  is  a  joy  forever."
Sp.  Coun.  2,  3,  4,  TheBp.  3,  4,  Ll.  Col.
2,  3,  Paper  Queen  4.
WOODS,  BETTY
"Peace   is   the   proper   result   of   her
Christian   temper."
See.  C!.  4,  Y-Teens  2,  H.  Ec.  Cl.  2,  3.
HANDSOME:ST                      MOST  BEAUTIFUL
GIL   DAVIS
MOST  VERSATILE
•,..,   'r`:;:4:.:-'--,:,::-,:,-#   ,,:   ::::',,                4`,     ::.'::.
JO    ANN    WILLIAMS                              FRANK  BOWLDIN                                    BETTY   LEAKE
MOST  POPULAR MOST  LIKELY  TO  SUCCEED
GEORGE  BEE:NNER                              CAROLyN  WHITE                         CHARLES   TREADWAY                         MARTHA   FOWLER
MOST  TALENTED MOST  INTELLIGENT
MILES   BOYD NANCY  REDFEARN                            SHERWOOD  RISER DONNA  RIER
PAGE  TWENTY-THREE
|UNIOB   CLASS   OFFICERS
Willic[ms,    Benney,    Brower,    Wade,    Johnson
EI.EVEN-ONE   CLASS
C-
First  Row---Babb,  Abernathy,  Brower,  Cheshier,  Beckett,  Belew.  Second  Row-Butterworth,  Benny,  Brown,  Burnett,  Burch,
Bullard,  Anderson.  Third  Row-Armstrong,  Bennett,  Belote,  Babb,   Byrns,   Cates.   Fourth   Row-Boone,   Bolton,   Carter,   Brashier,
Byer,   Broad foot,   Burkes,   Brown,   Bradley.
PAGE   TWENTY.FOuF{
ELEVEN-TWO   CI.ASS
First  Row-Glidewell,  Dewees,  Cordon,  Coke,  Covington,   Ditto,    Foneville.    Second   Row-Curtis,   Clark,   Dilbeck,   Davis,
Chism,   Corbitt.   Third   Row-Clilton,   Dismukes,   C3lthrape,   Childress,   Crittenden,   Duncan,   Goode.   Fourth   Row-Cobb,   I)avis,
Edwards,   Gideon,   Epting,   Dunavant,   Fowler.   Fifth   Row-For fester,   Everett,   Goodwin,   Gillespie,   Finger.   Sixth   Row-Coie,
Crawf ord,  Doss,  Gavin,  Daughtery.
ELEVEN-THREE   CI.ASS
First   ROW-Hudson,   Jones,   Lawler,   Harrington,   Ke||y,   Kee,   Gryder.   Second   Row-Hearn,   Hunt,   Horton,   Hack,   Hinesi
C°mpton   Third  Row-Kunz,  Hinson,  Greer,  Harper,  Hamner,   Ki|mon,   Harper    Fourth   Row_Leake,   Heinz,   Johnson,. Hanna'
Keating,  Mccallum.  Fifth  Row-Harris,  Hughes,  Morl`is,  Hamner.
PAGE    TWENTY-FIVE
E I. E V E N - F a U R   C I. A S S ELEVEN-SIX   CI.ASS
First  Row-Parker,  Norton,  Pankey,  Leavell,  Pankey,  MCAlpin,   MCBride.    Second   Row-MCGowen,   Moser,   Morrow,   Mc-
Claren,   Moultrie,   Mason,   Porker,   Luckett.   Third   Row-Abernathy,   MCLeroy,   MCDougal,   Luther,   Maynard,   Morrow,   Morrow.
Fourth   Row-Mullins,   Bailey,   Mueller,   Mcconnell,   Mullins,   Ledbetter.    Fifth    Row-MCF'arland,    Marshall,    MCKlesky,    Lorick,
MCLe]lan,  MCMahon,  Paine.   Sixth  Row-Olden,  Mann,   Marshall,  Blaine.
ELEVEN-FIVE    CLASS
First  Row-Singleton,  Shannon,  Sayle,  Simmons,  Pritchard,  Russell,  Scott.  Second  Row-Smith,  Skelton,  Smotherland,  Shiv-
ler, ,Shannon,   Short,   Bamos.   Third  Row_Peeples,   Scarlett,  Rc[wlings,  Reeves,  Rosenberg,  Rose,  Ralston.  Fourth  Row-Pureell,
Rodgers,   Smith,   Pittman,   Sharpe,   Shal`pe.   Fifth   Row-Pendergast,  Price,  Powell,  Rc[y.
PAGE  TWENTY-§lx
First  Row-Tycer,  Tarr,  White,  Tosh,  Williams,  Thornton,  Wil}icms.   Second   Row-Williams,   Brockman,   Williams,   Stewart,
Vaughcm,  Wiseman,  Spencer,  Stewart.  Third  Row-Stewart,  Tillman,  White,  Wright,  Woodal`d,  St.  John,  Woods.  Fourth  Row-
Taylor,  Rochelle,  Tale,  Willis,  Tracy,  Wade,  Turner.   Fifth  Row-Vowell,  Taylor,   White,   Richardson,  Vann,  Turnham.
TEN-ONE   CLASS
First  Row-Allison,  Babb,  Davis,  Barnett,   Andre,  L.   Bridger,  Butler.  Second  Row-Bollard,  Edwards,  Clark,  Curtis,  Bridg-
er,  Barnette,  Bailey,  Clinton.  Third  Row-Chappe||,  Crowe,  Baker,  CottreH  Deaton,  Baker,  Davis   Fourth  Row-Bailey,  Brown.
Camp.   Burnette,   Brooks,   Brigman    Fifth   Row-Ashworth,   Bennett,   Caligarius,   Chesteen
PAGE  TWENTY.SE:YEN
TEN-TWO   CI.ASS
F'irst  Row-Ford,  Gibson,  Hill,  Hayes,  Harrison,  Eble,  Gammon.  Second  Row-Gray,  Gardner,  Doss,  Glass,  I:arly,  Dodds,
Flanagan.  Third  Row-Gooch,  Garrett,  Hitt,  I:mbry,  Hewitt,  Hellums,  Harris.  Fourth  Row-Garavelli,  Floyd,  Fuller,  Faker,  Gul-
ledge,  Herron,  Hopper.  Fifth  Row-Hensley,  Hellums,  Helms,  Dickey,  I:ngland,  Hinant.
TEN-THREE    CLASS
First   Row-Meek,   Moore,   Johnson,   Martin,   Johnson,   Marshall,  Lafferty.  Second  Row-King,  MCDaniel,  Hutton,  Kinsolving,
Johnson,  Katz.  Third  Row-MCDurmcm,  Lagrone,  Hopper,  Kennedy,   Emerson,   lung,   Keller,   Moore.   Fourth   Row-Jolly,   Jester,
Moore,   Lamb,  Kelley,  Humphrey,   Kilburn.   Filth  Row-Johnson,   Mitchell,  Koon,  Moore,  Landress,  Marshall.
PAGE    TWENTY-EIGHT
TEN-FOUR   CLASS
First  Row-Moser,  Rumble,  Oglesby,  Rier,  Murphy,  Sadler,   Pifer.   Second   Row~Scrivener,   Morgan,   Shelton,   Shell,   Phil-
lips,   Perry,   Nelson.   Third  Row-Moore,  Perry,   Morgan,   Nelms,  Russell,  Moss.  Fourth  Row_Rape,  Sissell,  Shackellord,  Sand-
ers,   Norris,   Shepherd.   Fifth   Flow-Rousseau,   Redding,   Mu ler,  Hurt,  Sills,  Rowen,  Rushing.
TEN-FIVE    CI.ASS
Turner,  Sledge,  Stew-
rlrst  Bow-Weaver,  Smith,  Stinson,  Walton,  Wesche,  Woods,  wilson   Second  Row-Webb,  Watson,
art,   Vaughn.   Third   Row_Wr,11c!    \lrilL~_1,^    rr_-_--    ||T      .    itl. _  _  -`_I     ``  --_--` .--- `,```--`.,"          \,  `-^,+,I     ,,  \^\*>\,\\'     L\^\\J`-\'   +,\\,\^\9`,I   |J|`,``RO -Walls,  Wilbanks,  Terry,  West,  Timms,    Stoesser,   We|burn.   Fourth   Row   -   Smith,   Tillman,   Wilkinst
T€___._\      r\      ,,.-.,  `      _
_.___ ,,... ~u.,rfu.,    .ciir,    wt3sl,    iilnlns,     btoes
Xlques,   Wlseman,   Vincent, Swilt    Fifth  Row-Williams,  Young,   Tyus.
STUDENT   GOVERNMENT   OFFICERS
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Rober[son,    Stimbert,    Williams,    White,    Page,    Fowler,
Goode,  Redfearn,  Smith,  Treadway.
HONOR   SOCIETY
Bolding,  Thompson,  Williams,  Jenkins,  Bell,  White,  Cor-
bitt,  Hughes,  Kelly.
First   ROW-Corbitt,   Simmons,   Williams,   Vives,   White.   Second   Row_Mccrary,   Vaughn,   Fowler,   Bedfearn.   Third   ROW-
Kelly,  APplegate,  Rhodes,  Treadway,  Smith.  Fourth  Row_Page,  Torti.   Fifth  Row-Bell.
PAGE:   THIRTY-ONE:
MISS HOME  ECONOMICS `49
ANN   McCLARE:N
FUTURE  HOMEMAKERS  OF  AMERICA
First  Row-Tarr,  Porker,  Scott,  Russell,  Hayes,  Nelms,  Ford.    Second    Row-Tycer,    MCBride,    Mcclaren,    Gc[rdner,   Par.ker,
Moore,  Harris,  Vaughn.  Third  Row-Davis,  Coke,  Webb,  Hitt,   Gates,  Dilbeck,  Williams.  Fourth  Row-Williams,  Short,  Stuart,
Vantrease,   Von   Brockman,   Shannon.   Fifth   Row-Davis,   Mc[son,   Brower,   Reeves,   Smith,   Simmons.   Fifth   Row-Corbitt,   Wil-
liams,  Stimbert,  Edwards.
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First  Row_Adams,  White,  Stimbert,  Simmons,  Hineman,  Fowler,  Corbit,  Vaughn.  Second  Row-Babb,  Bell,  Clark,  Jenkins,
Thompson,   Smotherman,   Spenser,   Pankey,   Wiseman.   Third   Row-Williams,  Summers,  Mccrary,  Johnson,  Clifton,  Rier,  Rosen-
berg,   Vives.   Fourth   Row-Bennett,   Armstrong,   Broad foot,  BracJy,  Williams,  Brower,  Norton.   Fifth  Row-Cheshire,   Byrne,  Cor-
bitt,  Coke,  Curtis,  Redfearn,  Leake.   Sixth  Row-Davis,  Meyers,   Mcclaren.
SENIOR   Y-TEENS
First  Row-Goode,  Vaughn,   Cordon,  Hyde,  Epting,  Boatman,   Thornton,   Sowell.   Second   Row-Rhodes,   Hornbeck,   John-
son.   Crawlord,   Bier,   Browning,   Sawyer,   Armstrong,   Mccord.   Third   Bow-Smotherman,   Wiseman,   Reeves,   Vaughn,   Sitton.
Gambrell,   Welsh,   Wilson.   F`ourth   Row_Cheshire,   Wa|ding,   Woods,   Rose,   King,   Bryant,   Ford.    Fifth   Row-Kruse,   Morgon.
Heins.   Covington,  Hewitt,   Vaughn,   Corbitt,   Wilson.   Sixth  Row_Davis,   Babb,  Franklin,  Rosenberg,  Coke,  Hewitt,  Harrington.
Seventh  Row-Martin,  Curtis,  Strong,  No|en,  Porker,  Go||aday,   Bier,   Ne|ms.   Eighth  Row-Williams,  Johnson,  Hineman,  Ham-
rler,   Byrns.
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THESPIANS
First  Row-Pace,   Bowden,  Simmons,   Vantrease,   Clilton,  Thomton,  Lawler,  Tosh.  Second  Row-MCDaniel,  Napier,  Frank-
lin,   Bier,   Williams,   Thompson,   Vaughn,   Corbitt,   White.   Third    Row-Beckett,   Poe,   Redfeam,   Bell,   Patrick,   Bolding,   Clark,
Norton.  Fourth  Row-Williams,  Cheshier,  Byms,  CoEe,  Jenkins,   Dewese,  Fonville.  Fifth  Row-Bullard,  Oakes,  Stimbert,  Vau-
ghn,  Short,  Coltharp, Pankey, King.  Sixth Row-Wood, Hineman,  Golloday,  Hamner,  Torti,  Page,  Benney,  Blackard,  Butterworth.
Seventh  Row-Rosenbush,  Bouldin,  Brown,  Koelz,  Burch,  Tuner,   Boone.  Eighth  Row-Shackelford,  Steward,  Willinson,  Qualls,
I:ason,   St.   John.
SENIOR   SPEECH   COUNCIL
|UNIOB   SPEECH   COUNCII.
First  Row~Hill,  Gardner,  Hays,  Walton,  Dunlap,  Baker,  Kruse,   MCBryde,   Marshall.   Second   Row   -   MCDaniel,   Turner,
Sledge,   Lcake,  Jenkins,   Rier,   Lawson,   Napier,   Lawler.   Third  Row-I.Iu[ton,   Rumble,    Sawyer,    Sissell,    King,   Armstrong,   Laf-
Ierty,   Butler.   Fourth  Row-Murphy,   Kee,   Rustemeyer,   Barnett,   Doss,  Stokes,  Moore,  Perry.  Filth  Row-MCAlpin,  Watson,  Park-
€r,   Early,   Puryear,   Butler,   Smotherman,   Shivler.   Sixth   Row-Butterworth,    Stewc[rd,    Williams,   'Baker,    Birch,    Cobb,    Hewitt,
Seventh   Row-Eason,   MCKle.sky,   Mullins,   Baker,   Moore,   Blackard.  Eighth  Row-f'ord,  Rochelle,  Helms,  Page,  Hensley,  Brugge,
Brigman,   Mi[ch€ll.   Ninth  Row_Sissell,  Tracy,  Richardson,   Sanders,  Cc[rr,  England.a-c-
DEBATING TEAM
First   Row-MCDaniel,   Bowden,   Pace,   Simmons,   Vantrease,  Corbitt,  Thompson,  Tosh,  White.  Second  Row-Franklin,  Poe,
Bell,   Wiliams,  Pankey,   Norton,  Clark,   Dewese,   Fonville.   Third   Row-Beckett,   Perry,   Redfearn,   Clifton,   Byrns,   Coke,   Patrick,
Bolding.  Fourth  Row~Cheshier,  Bullard,  Stimbert,  Vaughn,  Short,  Coltharpe,  Summers,  Pal`ker.  Fifth  Row-Rosenbush,  Woods,
Bouldin,   Hineman,   Golloday,   Turner,   St.   John,   Hamner.   Sixth   Row-Boone,   Brown,   Bailey,   Tol`ti,   BI`own,   Benney.   Seventh
Row-Kennedy,  Robertson,  Qualls,  Burford,  Wilkinson,  Hensley.
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first   Row-Simmons,   White,   Red{earn.   Second   Row-
Stimbert,   Short.   Third   Row-Bouldin,   Torti,   Robertson. Bouldin,   Simmons,   Page,   Torti.
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SENIOR   GLEE   CLUB
First  Row-Prichard,  Pifer,  Corbitt,  Eikner,  Short,  Pankey,  Pankey,   Hill.   Second   Row   -   Beckett,   Sledge,   Garratt,   Smith,
Browning,   Vann,   Norman,   Kinsolving,   Norton,   Heberle.   Third  Row-Rier,  King,  Burnett,  Rushing,  Riser,  Boyd,  Gryder,  Sad-
ler.  Fourth  Row-MCDaniel,  Wise,  I)oss,  Stan fill,  Lanier,  Baker,  Shivler.  Fifth  Row-Coltharpe,  Dunlap,  Leake,  Rowland,  John-
son,  Hombeak,   Epting.   Sixth   Row-MCAlpin,   Hewitt,   Crockett,   Page,  Lawson,  Martin,  Armstl.ong.
RED   CROSS
First  Row-Forehand,  Holly,  Guthrie,  Ristig,  Barber,  Shevel.    Second    Row-Franklin,    Potts,    Allison,    Marshc[ll,    Moser.
Third  Row-Cheshier,  Purdue,  Hewitt,  Benson,  Misaracha,  Butterworth.  Fourth  Row-Cobb,  MCBride,  Vaughn,  Winston.
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LATIN   CLUB
First  Row-Wilson,  8.   Vaughn,  Simmons,  Mccrary,  Cottrell,  Beyer,  Piper,  S.  Potts,  Oglesby.  Second  Row-Kirby,  Stoesser,
Rumble,  Allison,  Glass,  M.  Perry,  Pape,  Ristig,  Mosier,  Short.  Third  Row-Perry,  P.  Kinsolving,  Doss,  Wilbc[nks,  L.   Smith,  Rus-
sell,  Edmundson,  0lsen,  E.  Smith.  Fourth  Row-Forehand,  I.  MCAlpin,  M.  Curtis,  Kraft.  Fifth  Row-Harris,  Kruse,  Vincent,  Mc..
Le§ky,  8.  Williams,  Manning,  Pruett,  Garavelli.
LIBBABY  CLUB
C-
Bullard,    Jones,    Wilbanks,    Chappel,    Cheshire,    Byms,
Jenkins,   Johnson,  Hyde,   Rose,  Rhodes,   Hornbeak.
ART CLUB
Babb,   Davis,   Meek,   Embry,   Turner,   Stoesser,   Bordon,
Covington,   Rosenberg,   MCDougal,   Belote,   Fowler,   Reeves,




First  Row-Stimbert,   Redfearn,  Vcmtrease,  Bell,   Simmons,  Lowrie, Hunt,  White.  Second Row-Thompson, Pickering, Fol.rest.
er,   Dunlap,  Jenkins,  Leake,  Corbitt.   Third  Row-Almond,   Steward,   Rosenbush,   Bier,   Rowland,    Fowler,    Bowden,   Glic'.ewell,
Fourth   Row-Qualls,   Bouldin,   Thompson,   Kelly,   Hughes,   Applegate,   Robertson.   Fit [h   Row-Duncan,   Sanders,   Bell,   Torti,
Rhocles,  Riser,  Smith.  Sixth  Row-Davis,  Moore,  Messer,  Young,   Rushing.
OFFICE   ASSISTANTS
First  Row-Stoesser,  Clark,  MCAlpin,  Willicuns,  Kelly.   Second  Row-O`Bannon,  Cassidy,  Bolding,  Ward.  Third  Row-Clin-
tc)n,  Sanders,  Manning,  Gilliland,  Blackburn.  Fourth  Row-White,  Williams,  Schmidt,  Duncan.
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STUDENT   GOVERNMENT   COUNCIL
first  Row-SheL'ield,  Abernathy,  Forbes,  Riddick,  Wofford,   Bowman,   Gilland,   Sanders.   Second   Row-Lamb,   Herriman,
Colbcrt,   Wc:ters,   Rivallto,   Kruse,   Pope,   Leath,   Terrell.   Third   Row-Rogers,  lung,  Deaton,  Tillman,  Scrivener,  Hill.  Fourth  Row
-Benny,  Hughes,   Forrester,  S[ewart,  Mcclaren,   Simmons,  Eason,  Steward,  Williams,  Jenkins.i-
STUDENT    SECRETARIES
Flrst   ROW-Johnson,   Hancock-Second   Row_Rose,   Hornbeak,  Gambre||,  Sanders   Third  Row-Hyde,  Williamsr  SawyerJ
S°WeH  Brady   Fourth  Row-Welch,  Pace,  Cassidy,  Boatman   Fi{th  Row_Armstrong,   Morgan.   Slxth  Row-Woods,   Pel`rY.   Sev-
enth  Row-Stanley,  Sitton,  Williams,  Strawn,  Rhodes,  Mccord,   Johnson
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SENIOR    HI-Y
First   Row-Ralston,   Rogers,   Rosenbush,   Bobertson,   Messel`,  Mcconnell,  Steward,  Forrester.  Second  Row-Wand,  Leake,
Cole,   Kelly,   Mosby,   Hinson,  Taylor,   Thompson.   Third  Row-Vann,    Sharpe,    Rochelle,    Bouldin,    Almond,    Stan fill,    Kennedy.
Fourth   Row-O'Bannon,   Culp,   Burlord,   Eason,   Treadway,   Wade,  Wilkinson.   Fifth  Row-Abemclthy,  Duncan,  Hickey,  Harris,
Morris,   Sharpe,  Hughes.   Sixth  Row-Applegate,   Bell,  Hughes,   Torti,  Riser,   Sanders.
TBI    HI-Y
First  Rovi-Adams,  Williams,  White,  Thompson,  Roland,  Lowrie,   Williams,   Redfearn.   Second  .Row-Tarr,   Lawler,   Hunt,
Kirtland,  Leake,  Poe,  Sanders,  Moser,  Belew.  Third  Row-Porker,   Sadler,   Clilton,   Early,   Scrivener,   Lowson,   Crawford,   Piler.
Fourth  Row-MCDaniels,  Bowden,  aark,  Hamner,  Puryear,  King,  Cordon,  Sayle.  Fifth  Row-Vives,  Bell,  Bolding,  Patrick,  Pc[rk-
er,  MCDougal,  Kee,  Brower,  Gryder.   Sixth  Row-Cheshier,  Bennet,  Norton,  Williams,  Burchard,  Rust,  Pankey,  Hudson.
PAGE   FORTY
BAND   OFFICERS
Ernestine  Lowrie,  F'red  Kennedy,  Russell  Browning,  Jimmy  Finger,  Claude  Benney
SCHOOL   BAND
SENIOR   HIGII   CHEERLEADERS
Rowland,  Williams,  Gryder,  Simmons,  Glidewell,  Burchard,   Thompson,  Norton,  Bolding,  Leake.
M    CLUB
A'm°ndi  Quall8,  TQte,  Cole,  Duncan,  Brenner,   Smith,  Mc[rsha||,  Ke||y,  B|aine,  Messer,  Mullins,  Treadway,  MOore,  Collinsi
MCconneH  Bouldln,  Stan fill,  Page,  Steward,  Humphrey,  Robertson,  Rosenbush,  Forrester,  Thompson.
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PAGE   FORTY-FIVE
A   TEAM   BASKETBALI.
Season's  Footbc[ll  Statistics
ieRE
TOTAL  FIRST  DOWNS
NUMBE:R   RUSHING   ATTE:MFTS
Net Yards Rushing









RUSHING  AND  PASSING
Total  Plays
Total  Yardage
AVERAGE  GAIN  PER  GAME  (7)
Rushing
Passing
NUMBER   PUNTS
Average Punt
funts  Blocked
PUNTS   F2ETURNED
Average Return




NUMBER   PENALTIES












Brenner,  Stan fill,  Messer,  Cole,  Tate,  Collins,  Brown,   Almond,   Coach  Givens
8   TEAM   BASKETBAI.L
First  Row-Hanna,  Rushing,  Hensley,  Bolton,  Williams.  Second  Row-Roussec[u,  Deaton,  Perry,  Humphrey.  Third  Row-
Wilkinson,   Landess,   Hughes,   Rowan,  Coach   MCGinnis.
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TRACK   TEAM
BASEBALL   TEAM
PAGE   FORTY-EIGHT
BOXING    TEAM
Ledbetter,   Baker,   Harrington,   Leake,   Kennedy,   Ford,   Richarclson,  Mcconnell,   Blaine.
=-I---
Bowl.ING TEAM
Burchard,   Corbitt,   Bell,   Williams,   Williams
GOLF TEAM
Stan fill,   Kelley
''
ROTC     OFFICERS
LT   COL   QUALLS           LT   COL   REDFEARN                  MAT   HUGHE:S                   MAT    GLIDEW£LL
Copt.  Sanders
Copt.    Brashier
Capt.  Gray
Copt.  Vives
Copt.   Hickey
Cc[pt.  Leavell
Copt.   Kennedy                    Copt.  Bivens
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BOTC     OFFICERS
LT.   REED
LT.    VANTREASE
LT.   McWHORTER
LT.   PEEPLE:S
LT.  HUGHES
LT.    RIE:R
LT.  MOORE
LT.   BELOTE
LT.   SMITH
LT.  DUNLAP
LT.   STEWARD
LT.  WILLIAMS
LT.   GILMORE
LT.   FONVILLE
LT.  BROWNING
LT.   WISE
LT.   BOYD
LT.  GRYDER
LT.   TORTI
LT.tywHITE
COMPANY   A-1st   PLATOON
First  Row-Kilman,  Kelly,  Tycer,  Moore,  Belote,  Puckell.   Second  Row~Gulledge,  Johnson,  Floyd,  Chappell,  Hopper,  Her-
ron.  Third  Row-Bradly,  Davis,  Davis,  Dickey,  Keating.   Fourth    Row-Hurt,   Brown,   Hines,   Caligarius,   Payne,   Turner.    Filth
Row-Brigman,   Baker,   Brooks,   Bennett,   Mullins.   Sixth   Row-Price,   Brown.
COMPANY   A-2nd   PI.ATOON
First  Row-Mcwhorter,  Peeples,  Turham,  Rochelle,  Hamner,  Bier,  Hughes.  Second  Row-Goodman,  Scarlett,  Butterworth,
Lorick, Wiseman,  Cole,  Ledbetter.  Third Row-Rogers,  Jolly,  Rousseau,  Abernathy,  Xiques.  Fourth  Row-Purcell,  Forrester,  Wil-
liams,  Marshall,  Birch,  Sissell,  Walls.  Fifth  Row-Marshall,  Shepherd,   Mueller,   Mccain,   Muller,   Rowan.   Sixth   Row-Blaine,
Sills,  Vann,  Henson,  Morrow.
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•~J
COMPANY   B-1st   PLATOON
First  Row_Kunz,  Page,  Hudson,  Gilmore,  Fonville,  Sharp,   Pittman.   Second   Row-Bullard,   MCDurman,   Kilburn,   Harper,
Bullard,   Ralston.   Third   Row-Crone,   Taylor,   Marshall,   Mcclellan,  Mcconnel,  Kelley.   Fourth  Row-rung,  Jester,  Keller,  Carr,
Lamb,  Acree.  Fifth  Row-Willis,  England,  Hensley,  Landl`ess,  Faker.   Sixth   Row-Camp,   Hinant,   Koon,   Crawford,   Chesteen,
Ashworth,
COMPANY    B-2nd   PI.ATOON
First  Row-Smith,  Dunlap,  Ray,  Brown,  Williams,  Stewc[rd,    Second   Row-Wellborn,   Tate,   Wilkins,   Shackelford,   Moore,
Mitchell.  Third  Row-Rape,  Moore,  Rawlings,  McCc[llum,  Wood.  Fourth  Row-Perry,  Russell,  Moore,  Russell,  Mullins.  Fifth  Row
-Smith,  Redding,  Young,  Rushing,  Tyus,  Dunnavant.  Sixth  Row-Humphrey,   Norris,   Mann,   Richardson,   Sharp.
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STAFF
First  Row-Qualls,  Redfearn,  Hughes,  Bivens.  Second  Row-Sanders,   Brashier,   Gray,   Vives,   Hensley,   Gambrell.   Third
Row-Hickey,  Leavell,  Reed,  Vantrease.  Fourth  Row-Doss,  I:verett,  Burks,  Anderson,  Peeples.
RIFLE   TEAM
First  Row-Page,  Boone,  Finger,  Kelly,  Puckell.  Second  Row-Cobb,   Reed,   Moore,   Qualls,   I:aker.   Third   Row-.Bennett,
Pendergast,  Torti,  Gray,  Tracy.
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BOTC    BAND
First  Row-Kennedy,  Bivens,  Browning,  White,  Torti,  Gryde-,  Boyd.  Second  Row-Clinton,  Tillman,  Stuart,  Garavelli,  Black-
ard,  Bailey,  Baker.  Third  Row-Wade,  Hellums,  Benney,  Fuller,    Finger,    Smith.    Fourth   Row-Keaton,   Burnett,   Lagrone,    Mc,
Lesky,  Cobb.  Fifth  Row-Vincent,  St.  John,  Helms,  I'Iarris,  Tracy,  White.  Sixth  Row-Gavin,  Powell,  Pendergast.

NINE-ONE   CLASS
First  Row-Abernathy,  Edmundson,  Compton,  Bell, Broudton,   Brenning,   Butterworth.    Second   Row-Bloodwol`th,   Browning,
E    Brown,  Clinton,   Dilbeck,   S    Brown,  Forrester   Third  Row-Brower,   K    Colbert,   P    Colbert,   Daniel,   Forehand,   Ezzell,   Kraft.
Fourth  Row-Finger,  Curtis,  I:ikner,  Etheridge,  Atkins,  Conn.   Filth  Row-Chesteen,  Faker,  Adler,  Bladloke.
EN  I EN E  - T W  a    C L A S S
Jones,  Gerland,  Fulghum,  Hill,  Lowrie,   Leake.  Second  Row-Hamilton,  Keelen,  MCAlpin,  V.  Jones,  Kal-ri          ..      r`              TT__1  _      ~~_`.L^1t     tr^-+First  Row-Hooker,  Jones,  Gerland,   rulgnum,  rllii,  I.owrie,   1.eui .   L]t=Luiiu t.u ,,-. +.+ ........ „ ..__._.„ _ _ __ ,   .
ey,  Guthrie,  Holly.  Third  Row-Isaminger,  Hooks,  Kirby,  Gable,   Kinsolving,  Jacks,  |essup.  Fourth  Row-Hale,  Camppell,  Kent,\,     ____±__      1,_-.-_
NINE-THREE   CLASS
First  Row-Moser,  Peeples,  Pope,  Ristig,  McC]el'oi,  Mo-re,  Mull.ns,   01son.   Second  Row-Poindexter,   Mcconncll,   R'jssell,
Muller,  Rogers,  Moore,  Roach.  Third  Row-H.  Sanders,  E.  Sanders,   Oglesby,   Moore,   Richberger,   Miller,   I.   Parris.   Fourth   Row
-Morris,  Pruett,  Napier,  Northern,  Pennebaker,  Morrow.   Fifth   Row-Nor fleet,  Jackson,  Rivalto,  Muller,  I.  Parris.
NINE-FOUR    CI.ASS
First  Row-Sherman,   White,   Scroggins,   Tapp,   Watts,   Smith,  Winston,  Wc[de.  Second  Row-Sandel`s,  Short,  Smith,  Wright,
Williams,  Wade,  Woods.  Third  Row-Short,  Waters,  T.  Sanders,   Smith,   Wc[gner,   Shelton,   Walch,   Tucker.   Fourth   Row-Willis,
]L..           :::=::i:a+ I+erron I,£th Row_Herrmom Harris. Hot;:nd J°hns°n MannLng Kruse.._=::::::=:::::::::::::::__.                                                                 LieLJ;;][][
EIGHTH   GRADE   BOYS
First  Row-Cornell,   Mccallum,  R3berts,   Scroggins,  Holt,  Reeves,   Gray,   Tatum,   Swindell,   Heinz,   Ballard.   Second   Row-
Lamb,   MCDurman,   Kirtland,   Gatewood,   Graham,   Farmer,   Watts,   Keelen,   Killer,  Barber.   Third  Row_Spencer,   Bailey,   Mabe,
Bennett,  Barnes,  D.   Duncan,  Blackwood,  Coltharp.  Fourth  Row-Sayle,  O'Bcmnon,  Baker,  8.  Terrell,  Millican,  Ledbetter,  Melton,
I:merson,  Zellner,  Eckart,  Bambrell,  Dowda,  Smith.  Fifth  Row-Bullock,    Melear,    Sanders,    Tucker,   Tulle,    Mcllwain,   Rushing,
Kelley,  Page.  Sixth  Row-Prince, Talbert,  Horton,  G.  Duncan,  Luna,  Stephens,  Braddock,  Shepherd,  Naylor.   Seventh  Row-Mc-
Cann,   S.   Terrell,   Ballo,   Boydston,   Breining,   Hellums,   Childers.
EIGHTH   GRADE   GIRLS
First  Row-N.  Johnson,  Haskins,  Mccrary,  MCGowen,  Marler,  Kruse,  Massey,  Rushing,  Sanders,  Rowland,  a.  Wright,  Bur-
{ord,  Mcconnell.   Second  Row~Holt,  Martin  Mccall,  Hornbeak,   Carr,   P.   Johnson,   C.   Chiles,   Woods,   Eble,   Cunningham,   S.
Chiles.  Third  Row_-Manning,  Jacobs,  Ludlc{m,  Mccann,  Butler,  MCManus,  Bolgeo,  I.  Porker,  Angelo-Smith,  Chapman,  Mattes,
Fourth  Row-Keelen,  Howles,  Reid,  Misuraca,  Benson,  Blackwood,   Reed,   Abbey.   Fifth   Row-Weaver,   Leatherwood,   Wilson,
iB;:]§:;:H:e:i]sE6ay:::A:d;:risg¥rv:;?E±aS]%r=f]tr:u3,'tt¥aay¥::rsfe::§t!::6O]f#ah%ason:?::':;g:g:tnr3:tbuDr;::s£,DFT::::an?R:gEE:i'E::i:FeRYoe*
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SEVENTH    GRADE    BOYS
Adams,  Albright,  Allen,  Ashworth,  Baker,  Banks,  Barnes,  Bixler,  Blackard,  Bohanon,  Bowman,  Brockwell,  Brown,  Burch,  Cal-
houn,  Carr,  Carlton,  Chiles,  Cobb,  Corley,  Cook  Covington  Cude,   Dameworth,   Darden,   Dungan,   Edgerly,   Farmer,   Fayssoux,
Forbes,  Foote,  Garavelli,  Glass,  Guiner,  Gulledge,  Hay,  Hester,   Hopper,   Hopper,   Johnson,   Kennedy,   Kernan,   Kilburn,   Kyle,
Lady,  Marshall,  Matlock,  Mccracken,  Mccullough,  Merritt,  Messer,  Pankey,   Parkinson,  Parnell,   Parrish,  Perry,   Puckett  Rap,e,
Bawls,  Heaves,  Rice,  Riddick,  Riley,  Ristig,  Rowe,  Rutherlord,   Salter,  Scarlett,  Sharp,  Sharp,  Sharp,  Short,  Smith,  Sorsby,  Stan-
ley,  Tiller,  Walker,  White,  Willingham,  Windham,  Winston,  Woods,   Wood.
SEVENTH   GRADE   GIRLS
Adams,  Barber,  Boswell,  Cannon,  Carroll,  Cash,  Cox,  Duncan,  Fitzhugh,  Fletcher,  Forehand,  Gc{rland,  Gentry,  Haglin,  Hall,
Hineman,   Hines,   Holly,  Hooker,   Howard,  Johnson,   Kennedy,   Lee,   Lewis,   Long,   Louise,   Mccann,   Millar,   Mooney,   Northern,
0lson,  Prince,  Ragsdale,  Reed,  Richie,  Sawner,  Savage,  Shivelle,   Short,   Swift,   Tc[pp,   Tingle,   Tucker,   Tully,   Turner,   Vinson,
Walker,  Ward,  Watson,  Watson,  White,  Wilkins,  Williams,  Williams,  Willis,  Wilson,  Win ford,  Wiseman,  Wo{ford.
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JUNIOR   Y-TEENS
First  Row-Manning,  Watts,  Leith,  Forehand,  Rushing,  Rowland,   Massey,   Davis,   Cross,   Kruse,  White.   Second  Row~Wo[-
Iord,  Tingle,  Walker,  Wilson,  D.  Parker,  I.  Porker,  I.   Smith,  Hull,  Hornbeak,  Mccall,  Prince.  Third  Row-Short,  Mccrary,  Pru-
ette,   Hineman,   Risig,   Tapp,   Blackwood,   Bolgeo,   Mooney,   Ber]son.   Fourth   Row-Fulghum,   MCAlpin,   Misuraca,   Clinton,   But-
terworth,   I:ble,  Woods,   Savage,  Rickard,  I.   Short.   Filth  Row-Perry,  Reid,  Singleton,  Bustemeyer, Forrester, Bloodworth, Brown-
ing,  Brown,  Miss  Lassiter.  Sixth  Row_Bell,  L.  Smith,  Reed,  Dilbeck,  M.  Perry,  Ludlam.
|UNIOB   HOME   ECONOMICS   CI.UB
First  Row-Johnson,  Rushing,  Manning,  MCGowen,  Marler,  Kruse,  Massey,  Sanders,  Rowland,  Martin,  Buriord,  Mcconnell.
Second  Row-Roach,  Mccall,  Mccrary,  Pope,  0lson,  P.  Johnson,  Clinton,  Gable,  Woods,  I:ble,  Kinsolving,  I.  Short.  Third  Row
-Holt,  Hornbeak,  I.  Smith,  L.  Smith,  Misuraca,  MCManus,  BI`yant,   Porker,   Chapman.   Fourth  Row-Winston,   Carr,   Reid,   Phil
lips,   Brieming,   Mcclellan,   Hamilton,   Angulo-Smith.   Fifth   Row-Channel,   Fulghum,   Howells,   Moore,   Jones,   S.   Chiles,   Reed.
Sixth  Bow-Weaver,  Hall,  Ludlum,  Rustemeyer,  Porker,  Benson,   Bolgeo,   C.   Chiles.   Seventh   Row-Hensley,   Powmen,   Wilson`
Davis,  Early,  Dunlap,  Butler,  Abernathy,  Abbey,  Blackwood,  Adair.   Eighth   Row   -   Jacobs,   Spirow,   Singleton,   Leith,   Cross,
Watts,  Cooke,  Lowrie,  V.  Jones,  Brown,  Browning,  Bloodworth,   Flannagan,  Rickard.
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JUNIOR   HIGH   GI.EE   CLUB
First  Row-Manning,  Flaniken,  Mccord,  Leatherwood,  Sar]ders,   Massey,   Rustig,   Kruse,   Wright,   Parker,   Burford.   Second
Row-Johnson,  Sayle,  Martin,  Blockwood,  Dunlap,  Browning,  Holt,   Childs,   Wood,   Elbe,   Puryear.   Third   Row-Taylor,   Wright,
Meador,  Hornbeak,  Reid,  Miscari,  Butler,  Davis,  Childs.   Fourth   Row-Chandler,   Pruett,   Phillips,   Spiron,   Early,   Hensley,   Mc-
Mannis,  Rustemeyer,  Cross,  Perry,  Abernathy,  Abby,  Verson,  Chatman.   Fifth  Row  -  Scroggins,   Dowda,   Sanders,   Gatewood,
Terrell,   Kirtland,   Ledbetter,   Spencer,   Sayle,   Emerson,   Prince,   Rushing,  Baker,  Page,  Roberts.   Sixth  Row-Mccann,  Duncan,
Millican,  Tucker,  Nailer,  Bennetl,  Shepard,  Stevens.
SAFETY   COUNCIL
First  Row-Reeve,  Forrester,  Thomas,  Seabode,  Mitchell,  Kennedy,  Phillips.  Second  Row-Hassell,  Vookler,  Turner,  Mas-
sey,  Leatherwood.  Third  Row-I:vans,  Holloway,  Higginbotham,  Jones.  Foul`th  Row-Coltharpe,  Brown,  Layne,  Kent,  Mr.  Davis.
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JUNIOR   HI-Y
First  Row-Craft,  Woods,  Moore,  Atkins,  Tatum.  Second  Row  -  Duncan,  Harriman,  Short,  Isaminger.  Third  Row  -  I:zell,
Wade,  Kruse,  Terrell.  Fourth  Row-Ward,  Walker,  Babb,  Osborne,  Page.
JUNIOR   HIGH   CHEERLEADERS
•Haglin,   0lson,   Jones,   Mosier,   Ristig,   Gatewood
|UNIOB   HIGH   FOOTBALI.   TEAM
TUNIOB   HIGH   BASKETBALli
First  Row-Coach  Ralston,  Northern,  Waters,  Rivalto,  Adler,  Herriman.  Second  Row-Terrell,  Sayle,  Talbert,  Luna,  Ledbet-
ter.   Third  Row-Rushing,   Terrill,   Childers,   Heuchan.   Fourth  Row-Woods,  Winston,  Millicc[n,  Babb,  Tillman.
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ThankYOU!
To those who gave,
I want to show
My  thanks  for  making
This  annual  go.
To  you,  Miss  Boone,
For the precious hours
You slaved.and saved and
Directed us how,.
To  every member of  the  staff
You  all have  worked so hard,.
To  those  whose  agile  fingers  I ly
O'er  keys  o±  old  black  type;   .
To generous hearts who gave us ads;
To  all  of you  I say,
It's sure been fun, but now it's done,
All that remains is-``Thanks"
YOUR EDITOR
•E]
CONGRATULATIONS!  May  Eeach  of  You   Attain   the    Height   to  Which  You
Strive!  May  You  be  an  Honored  Example  to  Future  Messick  Graduates!
HY-GRADE FEED  a SUPPLY  COMPANY
3072  SOUTHI:EN  AVENUE                                                               TEI.EPHONE  4-3464
sTAFF'. O.LIE.I: FEE:Ds--rsTRA-w-HAT
Garden a Field seed-FeltHlzel               Garden Tools a IInplements
VISCIT  OUR  STORE:-YOU  ARE  ALWAYS  WELCOME:
Greetings, Graduates!
MCLAURINE'S BAKERY
569 South Higrhlatnd                   Telephone 4-4332
itT``
MCLaurine's Crossown Bakery
1322  Mc[disoin  Ave.                        Teliephone  2-1407
FRESH  ROLLS,  BREAD,  CAKES  AND  PIES
-,        \-t.      I .-.---,,.,.,,, _in    „
KEE:P PHYSICALLY  F`IT
RAINBOW LAKE
SVVIM-SKATE-DINE-DANCE
FREE PICNIC GROUNDS, FRE:I: PARKING SPACE
FOUNTAIN SE:FIVICE
For  Rieservc[[ions  Phone  4-1918
Congratulations,  Senior Class of  1949!
WEONA FOOD STORE No. 55
575 South Highlcmd                            Phone  48-3970




2966  Cc[mes                                           Phone  48-2520
Good  Luck  to  Messick  Graduates!
FAMOUS  BARBE:CUE  GARDENS
FOR   GENUINE   PIT   BARBE:CUE
SANDWICHES-CURB  SERVICE-GROCERIES
Louis  Berretta,  Proprietor                 3477  Park  at  Highland
WEONA FOOD STORE No. 47
J.  A.  STARLING-Owners-I.  H.  McWHORTE:R
Quality  Meats'-F'resh  Vegetab]oB-Groceries
Complete  I.ine  ol Bird`8-ETe  rrosted  Foods
626  Semmies-``h Buntyn"               Phone  4-7357
Congratulations  and  Best  of  Luck  to
The   Graduates   of   1949!
HOwARD MORRls cormANy
WESTINGHOUSE  APPLIANCES,  HARDWARE
DuPONT  PAINTS,  SPORTING  GOODS
HOME  NEEDS
3523  Wchker  Awe. Phone  84-5531
DRAPER'S SERVICE STATION
I. C. Drc[per-R. W. Draper
WA SIIING, GREASING-POLISIENG
3222  Southern                                         Phone 4-9129
JAY'S DRUG STORE
C.  JABLIN,  Manager
PRESCRIPTIONS  A  SPECIALTY
29l I  park Avenuie                               Phone 34-3747
'''„„„E)
CONGRATULATIONS GRADUATES !
Normc[l Shell Service Stc[tion
548   South  Highlc[nd
Phone  34-7473
Congratulations to the Messick Seniors!
No]mal Depc[rtment Store
553  South  Highlcmd                           Phone  48-9522
CONGRATULATIONS-BEST  WISHES
MESSICK  GRADUATES
Whitten BrosE Hc[rdware Co.
2  Locc[tions
2909  PcITk  Ave
549  S.  Highland
4-6268
34-5506
BEST  WISHE:S  GRADUATE:S   OF  `49
HulLDOBBs conmANy
``WORLD'S  LARGE:ST  FIORD  DE:AIER"
115 South Third st.                                Phone 8-887l
GOOD  LUCK  MESSICK  GBADS!
HARRY MADISON
FROZEN FOOD LOCKERS
LOCKERS  FOR  RE:NT
Highlclnd  &  Southern                       Phon.e  48-8516
Numy Austell Hines Pic[no Studio
CHRISTE:NE  AUSTE:LL,  ASS'T,  TEACHER
Authorized  Progrressive  Series Tec[cher
PIANO_THEORY-JLPPRECIATION
Phone   34-4170                                                          3312   Spottswood
Best  Wishes  to  the  1949  Graduates!
Normc[I Shoe Rebuilders
CLEANERS cnd PRESSERS
Ulnder New Mcmc[gement by APPLEBAUM
55l  south Highlcmd                              Phone 4-7660
„',I,'ril
NOW  AVAILABLE:  ,...
Bird's  I:ye  F'rozen  Oz.cmze  Juice
Delicious-Convenient-
Inexpensive
At  Your  Favorite Retail  Grocer
Distributietd   By
D. Ccmale & Co.
307So. Front       Phone 5-68ll
VVEONA  FOOD
STORE No. 52
2764 Midland  at`Josephine
48-2611-Phones+48-2612
"FOR  FINER   FOODS"
FRANK  COSCIA             WE  DEI.IVEH
BEST  WISHES  TO  THE  GRADUATES!
CARADINE'S SERVICE STATION &  GARAGE
I.   A.   CARADIN£,   Jr.
3440  Southern                                                                                Phone  4-9184
Congratulations,  Messick  High  School  Graduc[[es!
ADAMS' NATIONAL BRAND STORE
647  s.  Highicmd             JOE  ADAMS'  Manager                       phCine  4.73Li
CHOICE MEA TS-FRUITS-GR 0 CERIES-VEGETA BLES
BEST  WISHE:S,  GRADUATES!
WALL'S ESSO  SERVICENTE:R
MOTOR   TUNE:-UP-BRAKE   SERVICE:-SE:RVICE   CALLS
4-5180-Phones-4-9143                                          586  South  Highland
797  Rolcmd
Congratulations,  Messick  Graduates!
H.  W.  LANCASTER  &  SONS
PLUMBING & HEATING CO.
Phone  2-8181
Congratulations  to  the  Graduates!
HILL PLUMBING COMPANY"FOR PLUMBING SKILL-CALL HILL
WE INSTALL AND REPAIR AUTOMATIC WATER IEATERS
3182  Douglas                                                                                   Phone  34-4428






ihrE  REFINlsH  OLD  FI.OORS





HOGUE   AND  KNOTT
Owners  &  Operators
3511  Park  Awe.  at  mghlcmd
NO.Rum.BUNTyN
CLEANERS






BIG  STAR  NO.   2
FRESH  MI:ATS,  FANCY  GROCERIES
FRESH   VEGETABLES
559  South Highlc[nd      Phone  34-5513




I.adies'   Clothes   a   Specialty
"Your  Satislaciion  Our  Desire''
628  Semmies-Phone  34-5564-5
Good Luck,  Class of '49
WEONA FOOD
STORE No. 90
I.  W.  QUARLES
TrmlFTy  MARKET
Best oI Mec(ts-F'resh Fruiis
786  Echles            Phone  4-7338
Congratulations





GOOD  LUCK,   GRADUATES!
Contini's Grocery
Weona No. 69
2913  Pc[rk  Ave.
Phone   4-7371-2
E]."""""""I,,
Lec[rn  More-I:cErn  More!
. . . c[t RESSICK'S No. I  CHOICE
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL
RZ,-- ::iT:   ,-_RE
Our New Location-I 178 Poular Ave.
i         Congratulations  &  Best=              Wishes  to  the   l949
Graduating   Class
i    Odell's Nursery &
Greenhouses
692  Greer,  corner
Spottowood
i         Phones  4-3120&  48-1279
i      Pot  plants-Combincrtion
i       BE°?:rsgTeBeendsdinsghr:LbTtg
Perennials
Congratulations and Best







544  So.  Highland
Phone  4-9288
Best  Wishes  to  the  Grads!
IIARRY MADISON SERVICE
ROYCE  FOWLER,  Manager
GOODYEAR  TIRES-DELCO  BATTERIES
Highland cqrLd southern                Phone 48-5848
For  Distinctive  CLEANING  end  SERVICE
You Will Apprecicterfend lt To
PAPPY'S
H. R.  (Pappy)  GRAVES
CITY-VVIDE:  DELIVERY  AND  PICK-UP
i     3715  Southern                                       Phone  4-0700
MADISON HOME: LAUNDRY
MINOR `MADISON,  .Owner
=                             20  BENI)IX  WJISHING  MACHINES
E      Open  8  A.M.  to  9  P.M.                     We  close  6  P.M.  Sat'8.
E          HOTPOINT  APPLIANCEs  and  BENDIX  AUTOMATIC
=      WASHERS   FOR  IMMEDIATE  DI:LIVERY!  COME  IN  FOR
i      DE:MONSTRATION.   PITTSBURGH   PAINTS,   WALLPAPER
GLASS
i     3517 Southern at Highlc[nd    Call tor AppointmentJ-1138
EIl
I, ,Ill,I,,11,I ,,,,, I ,, I ,, I I,,I,, I ,,,,,,,,, I,, ,I,11,I,11,I,I I Ill ,,,,,,,, I,,I,,I, ,1111,1, ,11,, ,Ill I,11,I, , ,I,11,
Success  to  the  Messick  Graduates  ol  '49
Richberger Department Store
VISIT  OUR  NEW RECORD DEPARTMENT
R.C.JL.-Victor-Deccc(-Columbic[ Records!
643-647-649  Semmes                            Phone  4-4274
dE)
PARK AVENUE DRUG STORE
Park  Avenue  cnd  Highlcmd
Phone  48-3552
PRESCHIP'rl0NS,  DRUGS, FOuNTAIN SERVICE
Registered Phcrmacist in Chcnge at All Timles
WE:  ARE  GLAD  TO  SERVE YOU
AUSTIN MOTORS No. 2
GOOD USED CARS BOUGHT FOR CASH
SOLD  ON  EASY  TERMS
627 So. Highlchd                                Phone  34-59l I
I,OW PRICES                                        I:ASY TERMS
NORMAL FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Open Thursdc[ys cnd Sc[turdays 'Till  9:00 P.M
COMPLE:TE:  HOME  FURNlslnNGs
52l  south  mghlcmd                        Phone  48-8422
"We Appreciate Your Business"
Sincere  Good  Wishes  to  the  1949  Graduates
of  Messick  High  School!
NORMAL    THEATRE
535  South HgucEnd
Best  Wishes  to  Messick  Grads  From
I:ABLE:'S   FLORIST
"Fashions En Flowels"
3533 ^hrchker  ct  Highlalid




"The   Old  Reliable"
FORTUNE'S  ICE  CREAM
57I  S. Highlcmd      Phone 4-2146
Best  Wishes  to  the  Seniors
of   1949!
VVEONA  FOOD
Store No. 65
Chas  8.  Dillon,  Owner``The  Corner  Store  Doing
Business  on  the  'Square"




The  Rexall  'Store
BUNTYN
Phone  4-1131
Cor.   Semmes  cnd  Southern
'1 ,,,,  „11111,1I  I  I ,,,,,, I,I  ,,,, 11,,  ,111111111,,I,,1111,,,I,I,,,I,11,,11,I
Best  Wishes  Messick  Grads!
BUNTYN CRE
FRIED  CIIICKEN  SPECIALISTS
Short  Orders-Sandwiches
Plc[te   I-unches-Cold   DI.inks
3070  Southern Phone  4-9397





613  So.  ELghlcmd
Phone  4-6236
Congratulations,    1949   Messick
High  School  Graduates!
PARKTHE:ATRE
3527  Pctrk Ave.
c[t  Highlcmd
CONGRATULATIONS  TO
THE   GRADUATES   OF   1949!
Taylor Auto Service
HERMAN  TAYLOR,  Owner
TIRES  -  BATTERIE:S  -  AUTO
REPAIRING  -  BODY  and  FE:NDE:R
WORK  -  AUTO  PAINTING






Free  Neighborhood  Delivery




FRESH   MEATS   &   GROCERIES
FREE   DELIVERY











Novelty  Gifts  in  Bronze
and Leather
®
S. a. TOOT & CO.
Printers-Stationers-Office Outfitters
195  Mc[dison  Avenue  .  Memphis
Congratulations,  Graduates!
GILI.ISPIE BROS.
GROCERIES a  FRESH REATS
809 hez st.                                              Phone 4-9219
Davis & Cotton Grocery No. I
3486  PARK  AVENUE
Davis & Cotton Grocery No. 2
567 SOUTH HGELAND
THE BRODNAX NAME ON THE BOX ADDS MUCI+
TO  THE  VALUE:  BUT  NOTHING TO  THE  COST
GeolT'   BR|Dnflx     Incl
Riegistered  Jeweler-American  Gem  Society
MAIN AT MONROE                                  MEMPHIS
Hec[dquc(rters   for
SCHOOL  plNs  AND  RINGs-FRATERNITy  iEvvELny
A  fascinating  job  with  voice-contacts  with  faraway
places  may  be  yours  when  you  become  a  telephone  operator.  Distance
across  continents,  even  oceans,  quickly  melts  before  the  speed  of  the
telephone  network  at  your  command.
For high school graduates who qualify, here's interesting
important  work  with  good  pay  and  opportunities  for  advancement,  in
a company  known  all over the  South as a good  place  to work.






COCA  COLA  BOTTLING  COMPANY  OF  MEMPHIS,  TENNESSEE
This ls Your Store . . .
Planned and Managed to Make it Possible
For You to Own the Finest Jewelry at the
Lowest Cost and Easiest Payment Plan
DIAMONDS
Solitaires,  Dinner  Rings,  Initial  Rings
WATCHES
BULOVA,  HAMILTON,  ELGIN,  WAI.THAM
SHAEFFER  PENS  AND  PENCILS
Appropric[te  Gifts  for  All  Occasions
ON  TE:HMS  TO  SUIT  YOUR
CONVENIE:NCE
NO CARRYING CHARGE
Also  Expert  Wc.tch  and  Jewelry  Repairs
LEO  NEMETZ                                                            W.  I.  SPENCER
NORMAL  JE:WE:LRY  COMPANY
CREDIT  JEWELERS
One of the Finest
Suburban   Jewelry   Stores  in  the   South
529  South  Highlcmd                              Phone  4-0616
LAWSOM-CAVETTE
Good   LUG:k   to,_the   Mess±ck   IIEgh  Sc:hoo]  Glc[duates



